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Executive summary

The National Center for Education Technology (NaCET) has for nearly ten years served as the primary support for education technology in Armenian schools. NaCET manages the Armenian Schools Internet Network (ASIN), plus school information management, content development and dissemination, training in information technology, and development and dissemination of education content. NaCET was founded to meet urgent needs for technical capacity and contract management with the Ministry of Education and Science (MoES). In meeting these needs, NaCET has overseen the extension of Internet connectivity to more than 99 percent of schools as of 2013. This milestone is accompanied by new pressures—the need to begin the process of upgrading hardware—and by a new opportunity for broader assessment of the role of education technology in schools.
1. Overview of NaCET

NaCET was established by an act of government in 2004, as part of the World Bank-funded Education Quality and Relevance Project to manage access to and distribution of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to Armenian schools.

NaCET administers programs in the following areas:

- Armenian Schools Internet Network (ASIN)
- Armenian Education Portal
- Education Management Information System (EMIS) for schools and students
- Training in computer literacy for teachers and other school staff
- Management of software licensing and vendor partnerships
- Development and dissemination of electronic content for education

Unlike some similar organizations in other countries, NaCET is not involved in the specification or procurement of computer or other hardware for schools, although the organization does participate in procurement processes for connectivity and software.

Governance, Funding and Personnel

NaCET receives its mandate from the Ministry of Education and Science (MoES) of Armenia. MoES allocates funds based on budget planning and proposed activities, issuing a new contract to NaCET each year.

Annual budgets over the past five years are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Budget AMD</th>
<th>Budget USD</th>
<th>Percent change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>344,436,500</td>
<td>$1,091,503</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>557,680,200</td>
<td>$1,822,484</td>
<td>+60.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>697,951,300</td>
<td>$1,846,432</td>
<td>+01.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>678,029,380</td>
<td>$1,793,739</td>
<td>-03.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>698,532,200</td>
<td>$1,809,669</td>
<td>+01.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NaCET Executive Body, comprising the organization’s director and Board of Directors, approves the annual NaCET action plan and staffing, reviews and approves financial information, and monitors NaCET activities. (Monitoring information is typically generated by NaCET and shared with the Executive Body.)
NaCET employs a staff of 45, including 18 staff in areas that are primarily technical and administrative; eight staff are engaged in content development.
2. Primary Activities

NaCET’s primary activity is management of the Armenia School Internet Network (ASIN), which provides secure, government-funded Internet connectivity to schools. Students and teachers generally access computers in their schools’ Internet Computer Centers (ICCs). ICCs are school computer labs—classrooms with computers, Internet connections and related tools, such as printers. NaCET also provides education content, supports school-focused and collaborative communications, builds capacity among school staff, collects and analyzes information from schools, and manages software licensing.

ASIN

NaCET is responsible for network administration, maintenance, and conducting upgrades to the network equipment as needed. As of October, 2012, ASIN connects 1,394 schools plus 50 access points at a maximum of 2 MBPS; more than 99 percent of Armenian secondary schools have Internet connectivity. (Approximately 230 schools have subscribed directly to private-sector Internet service; some of these schools maintain their separate service-agreements as well as using ASIN.)

NaCET also manages contractual, operational and financial relations with the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that deliver connectivity to schools. NaCET develops technical specifications that serve as the basis for tenders and contracts, conducts an annual open-bidding process among ISPs, receives bids, and selects ISPs to provide ASIN service.

ASIN architecture routes all Internet traffic for Armenian schools through the ASIN central server. This configuration ensures that viruses and objectionable content are filtered. The configuration also supports collection of data on educational Internet use, central network monitoring and maintenance and provision of communications services such as email, FTP, and hosting of approximately 350 school websites.

The ASIN central server is connected directly to Armenia’s fibre-optic network at 100 MBPS; the Armenian fibre-optic network is in turn connected through Georgia to the Trans-Asia-Europe fibre-optic backbone.

ASIN marries this nationwide fibre-optic network to various “last-mile” solutions that enable the extension of connectivity to schools. As no schools are connected directly to the fibre-optic network, connectivity is distributed to them via several different technologies, including a wireless gateway, with all of the last-mile networking hardware owned by NaCET.

Content Development and Distribution

A second major sphere of activity within NaCET centers on the development and provision of digital content. Over the past several years, NaCET has conducted a range of activities in this area:

- **Armenian education portal (<http://armedu.am>)**
  
  The education portal provides information, supports collaboration and offers e-learning courses, primarily on technology topics.

  Information available on the portal includes education news, access to education competitions, information about the Armenian education system, critical legal and
governmental documents pertaining to education, and useful hyperlinks. The portal also provides teachers and students with online collaboration spaces, discussion forums, and with the opportunity to subscribe to RSS feeds and to sign up for email accounts.

- **e-Learning**
  Via the portal, NaCET administers e-learning courses on the e-learning system, informatics, beginning computer graphics, and school-network administration. A secondary-level physics course is in development.

- **e-Textbooks**
  A series of 18 electronic resources has been provided to Armenian schools, in subjects that include Armenian language and literature, geometry, algebra, Russian and English. In addition, NaCET has published both print and digital versions of *Handbook of a Network User* (also available on the portal) to help guide users of school networks and the Internet.

- **Digital library**
  NaCET’s digital library provides digitized books for primary and secondary students.

### Information Management

In 2008, NaCET assumed management of the Armenian Education Management Information Systems (EMIS) program, which collects data from all Armenian schools. The EMIS program supports planning, management, policy development and other decision-making processes of the central government; EMIS data are also used by regional education departments. These data are published in the annual *General Education in Armenia* report, which is available online.¹

### Training and Outreach

NaCET provides training to teachers and other school personnel focusing on the development of technology skills.

- **ICT training for teachers**
  About 14,000 (or 35 percent) of Armenia’s secondary teachers have participated in technology training.

- **Network training for school personnel**
  620 school personnel participated in Network Administration training, improving their abilities to support use of ASIN

- **Training for informatics teachers**
  620 informatics teachers participated in training in the use of online tools for education

NaCET’s plans for 2013 call for providing training to network administrators and informatics teachers in an additional 450 schools.

### Mobile Internet Computer Station

In 2008, NaCET launched and staffed Mobile Internet Computer Station (MICS) to provide computer and Internet access, plus informatics training, in schools that do not have ICC labs or

that were not included in ASIN. The mobile-lab vehicle is equipped with seven computer
workstations, and connects via satellite to the Internet.

Between 2009 and 2012, over 1,900 students and 847 teachers in 80 communities participated
in MICS technology training.

**Other Activities**

Other activities conducted by NaCET include:

- **Electronic diaries**
  Electronic diaries enable parents to view their children’s test performances and other
  education records online.

- **e-Twinning**
  At least one Armenian school has been selected to participate an e-twinning project as
  part of the e-twinning initiative of the European Commission (EC). The EC e-twinning
  portal ([www.etwinning.net](http://www.etwinning.net)) provides online tools that help teachers find partners, set up
  projects, share ideas and collaborate.

- **Software licensing**
  Since 2009, NaCET has annually purchased a licensing package from Microsoft, providing
  all Armenian schools with licensed and up-to-date operating-system and office-productivity
  software.
3. Origins and Influences

NaCET’s current activities are shaped by the conditions that led to the organization’s founding. The resulting organizational contours, including NaCET’s strong technical capacity and management capacities in support of Internet connectivity, via ASIN, reflect the priorities and perspectives in relation to education technology that have come to the fore in Armenia.

Today, technology in Armenian schools is both a set of tools that supports learning and a subject to be learned. By way of the informatics curriculum (taught in middle schools and high schools) and the training of school personnel, technology use in schools focuses primarily on the development of computer skills. Mirroring this emphasis, the main thrust of NaCET’s activities is technical: While content development and learning-focused activities are supported, the use of technology for learning across the curriculum and particularly to support different forms of learning (such as project-based learning, collaborative learning, or game-based learning) is not explored intensively or at scale. NaCET’s activities and areas of focus have reflected the priorities and approaches of the MoES, and are consistent with those of organizations involved in the initial stages of wide-scale roll-outs of technology in education systems in many other countries.

Project Harmony and the Founding of NaCET

In 2004 NaCET was organized to continue activities of the Armenian Schools Connectivity Project (ASCP), a US $4 million initiative that was co-financed by the governments of Armenia and the United States. ASCP was originally implemented by Project Harmony, a U.S.-based NGO that has also worked in other CIS states, plus Macedonia and Turkey. Through ASCP, information technology was introduced to Armenian schools and the ICC labs as a means of supporting the integration of technology into education and ultimately as a means of providing “Armenians with the 21st century education that today’s global economy demands.”

The transfer of management and operation of ASCP from Project Harmony to MoES helped to shape NaCET’s mandate and organization, and to identify capacities that the organization would require. Planned for 2006 and 2007, the transfer required that MoES have the technical capacity to maintain the existing 350 ICC labs in schools and to start to expand the program across Armenia. Meeting this requirement was the responsibility of NaCET, which at the time was a very young organization.

Project Harmony was designed to provide a range of services to the participating schools that was much wider than IT training and connectivity. These services included staging of seminars and other events focused on integration of technology into education, and organizing more than 55 tele-collaborative projects engaging students and teachers in Armenia and the United States. (Other services included procuring computer hardware for approximately 170 ICC labs and providing training to school staff.) Project Harmony thus established a technology model for schools and introduced elements of a framework for technology-supported learning. This ambitious combination was intended to spark long-term school improvement, information literacy, and increased civic engagement in Armenia.

In contrast, NaCET’s founding targeted immediate and specific needs: to assume operation and support of the school network and its central server, and to manage private-sector contracts.

At the time of ASCP’s transfer to MoES operation in 2006, however, NaCET did not have the technical capacity to assume management and operation of the school network and server.

---

NaCET staff required substantial related training. At the same time, Project Harmony technical staff, who had been responsible for management of the network to that date, were in the process of creating an Armenian NGO that would service technical needs in schools and the education system after Project Harmony’s role in ASCP ceased. To address NaCET’s need for increased capacity and to ensure reliable network administration, it was agreed that staff of this new organization, which was to be called Harmony Foundation, would be “seconded” to NaCET to manage network operations and to provide on-the-job coaching and training.

NaCET’s focus at that time was both essential and ambitious: to ensure that schools participating in ASIN (the new name for ASCP) had functioning computers and connections, personnel with technical skills, and teachers who were proficient computers users. It is worth noting that at the time, moreover, the Armenian education system was addressing fundamental challenges in the areas of primary-and secondary-school completion, teachers’ skills and approaches, and inequalities among schools in rural and urban areas. It is arguable that the transformation of teaching and learning, as framed by Project Harmony, required conditions that did not exist on a system-wide basis in Armenia at the time of NaCET’s founding. NaCET’s focus on technical and contractual expertise was considered both necessary and appropriate at the time that NaCET was formed and as it built its core capacities.

**PIU and ICT in Armenian Schools**

While NaCET has highly developed technical and operational capacities, education initiatives involving technology in Armenia are generally conceived by others. NaCET has good relations with the primary initiator of technology programs, the Center for Education Projects, also known as the Project Implementation Unit (PIU).

Established in 1998, PIU has implemented two large-scale projects, the Education Financing and Reform Project (1998-2002) and the Education Quality and Relevance Project (2003-2014), both of which have been funded by the World Bank. These projects include the use of information technologies to improve learning outcomes, enhance information management, deliver professional development to teachers and increase access to curriculum-related content.

In the course of these projects, PIU has launched several important initiatives, including the Armenian Education Portal and the Armenian EMIS. NaCET assumed management of the portal in 2007 and of the Armenian EMIS in 2008. In addition, PIU has undertaken three expansions of ASIN under the Education Quality and Relevance Project, adding 320 schools in 2008, 300 schools in 2010 and 459 schools in 2012. In initiating the ASIN expansion, PIU has developed tenders and managed procurement of hardware and software for schools’ ICC labs. As these labs are installed and connected, they become part of ASIN, with NaCET providing secure connectivity and education content.

PIU, however, has a portfolio that is much broader than NaCET’s, extending into higher education, teacher training, and K-12 education reforms. The resources allocated by PIU to information technology in schools, as a result, are not extensive: In the past two years, PIU’s ICT in Education department has been trimmed from two persons to one. (Total staff at PIU is less than 28 people.)
**NaCET Today**

Today, NaCET has developed strong technical and management capacity, plus good relations with partners, such as ISPs and PIU, with MoES as a whole, and with schools.

NaCET leadership changed in 2011, with Mr. Artak Poghosyan assuming the directorship. The founding director of NaCET, Mr. Edward Hovsepyan, served from 2004 to 2006; Mr. Areg Gigoryan served as director from 2006 to 2011.

Under Director Poghosyan, NaCET is implementing new activities. In 2012, these included the extension of Internet connectivity to include an additional 459 schools in ASIN, in coordination with PIU’s procurement of hardware, and the design and launch of an online repository for education documents. In 2013, NaCET will extend ASIN-based connectivity and support to 12 vocational education and training colleges. In addition, in response to the second education-sector improvement project, NaCET plans during 2014 to strengthen its technical capacity, to assess and strengthen the technical capacity of school staff, and to increase the efficiency of information management by improving the integration of technology in schools into processes of data collection, analysis, and monitoring and evaluation.
4. Issues and Questions

For many education-technology agencies such as NaCET, the establishment of system-wide technology access in schools represents a significant milestone. This achievement can be accompanied by questions about next steps and the potential for new areas of activity.

As of the start of 2013, NaCET has successfully extended access to technology by trained personnel to almost all schools in Armenia, and has built its capacities to deliver education content and resources and to support information management. The first questions confronting NaCET, at this juncture, are both pressing and practical: Eight years have passed since the launch of ASCP by Project Harmony, and the age of the first computers installed in schools and the heterogeneous mix of operating systems and software applications poses a maintenance challenge. This challenge will only increase as the computers age, as will the need to procure replacements. The immediate task for NaCET, one that is perhaps unfamiliar but that is directly linked to its support of ASIN and the ICC labs, is to convince decision-makers of the need to upgrade computer hardware in schools.

However the prospective cost of replacing computers is accompanied by the opportunity to assess current approaches and consider alternatives based on new tools and developments, activities that lie much farther beyond the boundaries of NaCET’s historic areas of endeavor.

Hardware Replacement and Organizational Change

The issue of hardware maintenance, upgrades and replacement underscores the need for technology-focused advocacy within MoES and frames an example of organizational change arising in response to this need.

Over the past decade, with support from NaCET and PIU, Armenian schools have experienced a rapid influx of computers that has increased the difficulty of hardware and software maintenance. From 2004 to 2012, the ratio of students to computers improved from 400:1 to 23:1. Versions of the Windows operating system released in this eight-year period—during which NaCET maintained licensing agreements with Microsoft—included Windows XP, Windows ME, Windows Vista, and Windows 7, with each version increasing minimum hardware requirements and requiring updates to other software. Today, the nearly 18,000 computers owned by schools and MoES vary greatly in terms of their technical specifications and the software that they are running. The age of some computers poses a challenge in terms of maintenance, and variations among operating systems and other software increases the difficulty of meeting that challenge.

Replacement of computer hardware is becoming a critical issue. Individual schools and the MoES are faced with the need to follow their initial investments in education technology with follow-on investments to upgrade hardware in the ICC labs. The need for investment in hardware upgrades opens an opportunity to consider new tools that have emerged in the decade since the ICC labs were first introduced. Potentially valuable new solutions include tablet computers, pico-projectors and literacy-assessment software, as well as other tools with direct relevance to teaching and learning in schools. Gauging the value and the feasibility of these tools and of new approaches is complementary to, and perhaps no less critical than, the replacement of hardware that can no longer be maintained.

NaCET has begun, within the framework of its mandate to support and improve educational computing in Armenia, to highlight the need for financial planning and funding allocations for the replacement of out-dated equipment. At present, these advocacy activities have taken the form of presentations of the case for replacement by Director Poghosyan to the education mission of the World Bank and to other groups. NaCET’s efforts, and MoES decision-making processes
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addressing this area, might benefit from a more structured approach to advocacy, in which staff gather relevant information about computer use in schools, effectively marshal that information in relation to policy goals and objectives, and provide evidence that can undergird the director’s efforts to secure support. To the extent that such activities constitute a new area of emphasis for NaCET, they create within the organization the need for learning and for the development of new capacities.

NaCET’s effort to initiate the replacement of computer hardware represents a significant step beyond its historical role as an implementing agency. NaCET is broadening its portfolio to position itself, at least potentially, as an advocate in its dealings with the policymakers and decision-makers who determine approaches to education technology. This process of organizational change is driven by pressing factors—aging hardware—that have emerged in direct relationship to NaCET’s current activities. However there is an opportunity and perhaps a need for further change on the part of NaCET, in response to factors that are less direct but no less pressing, into an organization that both accurately assesses the role of computers in Armenian schools today and that provides guidance about the new tools and new approaches that can enhance technology-supported learning tomorrow.

Observations and Lessons Learned

The eight-year history of NaCET’s development in relation to education computing in Armenia yields observations that are potentially relevant to the establishment and direction of other national education-technology agencies. These include:

Collecting information about computer use in schools is an essential function. Although NaCET manages the Armenian EMIS program, there is a need for improved information about the education technologies that have been deployed. The need to replace aging hardware sharpens focus on such information, however informed (data-driven) decision-making in many areas, both within NaCET and at the levels of policy and planning, requires ongoing capture and analysis of the ways that students and teachers use computers in schools. While extremely valuable information can be generated through smaller-scale research, monitoring and evaluation activities, system-wide information can be most relevant for the crafting of policy and plans. And while ASIN serves as a platform for the cost-effective collection of information with regard to web use and communications, additional information such as students’ rates of usage, in-class activities and attitudes with regard to technology could provide valuable support for educational computing.

Financial sustainability calls for an agency with the skills and mandate for advocacy. While almost all school-based technology implementations require ongoing funding, in some instances these costs are unanticipated or otherwise excluded from plans and budgets. Organizational capacity to support sustainability planning is a necessity. However, decision-making bodies should also institute regular consultations with implementing agencies to support planning for near-term and long-term sustainability.

Initiation and implementation are interrelated and equally important capacities. Although NaCET was originally conceived as an agency with capacity to implement or assume management of existing initiatives—such as ASIN, the Armenia EMIS, the education portal—the effective continuation of those initiatives demands vision and initiative. In the successive expansions of ASIN, NaCET and PIU have envisioned, procured, implemented and maintained a series of solutions to the problem of “last-mile” connectivity, such as use of a wireless gateway, to extend Internet access to rural and hard-to-reach schools. These expansions, which would have been impossible to approach as a sequence of replications, required problem solving, technical capacity, collaboration with the private sector, and the ability and willingness to try new approaches. Support of the portal, of information gathering, and certainly of the distribution of
education resources and content would benefit from application of these same activities and skills.

**Mechanisms for change should be established in conjunction with establishment of the organization.**

An organization’s structure, capacities and areas of focus can be persistent, and that persistence can inhibit learning or change. In such instances, NaCET and similar organizations can become locked in on strengthening existing capacities and expanding current initiatives, although new capacities and new paths might be called for. In light of the tremendous levels of experimentation and rates of change associated with technologies in education, attention to organizational learning is important. However the processes of learning and change are likely to require regular prompting and support. Forecasting can, for example, be built into periodic reviews and annual reports. Such forecasts can identify relevant trends, innovations that have potential, upcoming technology-related challenges within the education system (such as the looming need to replace hardware), and appropriate responses that can be taken. These forecasts can be accompanied by identification of new capacities or capacities to be strengthened to support the agency’s proposed response. (This observation is interrelated with the preceding observations about support for sustainability planning and about the need for both initiation capacity and implementation capacity.)
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